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Executive Summary 

Last week we focused on the big/long term picture and found 4 charts pointing all to an (initial) longer term outcome 

of SPX2300-2350. This target zone remains, but for now we have to content us with a correction. And that’s a good 

thing as it allows to buy at lower prices and/or add to positions, etc. As of now it is unclear how deep the correction 

will be, but we already start to find many bearish media articles, (we’ve in fact not found one bullish article this 

weekend…) even after 3 down days, so it appears based on that we should be getting close to a meaningful bottom.  

Our ideal target zone for the correction is SPX2146-2069, which is a rather large price zone and purely based on 

ideal Fib-retracement levels for a 2nd wave, but since we don’t have enough price-data yet for this correction it’s 

what we have to content us with. And as long as SPX2148 holds the market can still be setting up for our “very 

bullish count”. 

Daily TIs on all indices’ charts are still pointing down, but several TIs are getting oversold –but OS can always get 

more OS- and several TIs are either at or close to levels from which very meaningful bottoms have occurred prior 

during this bull market.  

We’d love to see a higher put/call ratio (>0.90) to be better able to determine a “bottom is eminent” as the current 

reading in the 0.70s leaves room for interpretation and it would fit better with the media, but we’ll work with what 

the market gives us. 

How to trade this? 

Not much has changed from last week regarding our recommendations.  

1) Our first target zone that we’ve had for a while “the SPX2190-2195 zone” has been reached.  

2) Renewed longs were not initiated as the market didn’t get above SPX2195 for a move to SPX2200+,  

3) Long stops were set tight at around SPX2170-2175.  

4) A break below SPX2148 should target SPX2117. Use these levels as short targets for aggressive traders. 

5) Long-portfolios can be hedged but please remember that downside targets in bull markets are not often 

reached. 

6) Adding longs in the SPX2140-2110 zone will be well-rewarded longer term we believe. 
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Elliot wave update 

Our preferred count is shown in Figure 1. With intermediate i at SPX2194 and price now in intermediate ii. It remains 

unknown when and where wave-ii will bottom. Typical retrace levels of all of (red) wave-i are between 23.6-61.8% 

(red box: SPX2146-2069). That is quite the range, but we simple have not enough price-data yet to narrow it down 

more specifically so we’ll focus on the first level: around SPX 2146. It’s where the 50d SMA is right now, as well as 

upper trendline support: blue arrow. Note that the RSI5 is entering oversold teritory and the Money Flow Index (MFI) 

is moving towards the 20ish level: which is where meaningful bottoms occur (from green horizontal line). If SPX2146 

breaks then next support is eventually at the 38.2% retrace level and 2nd lower parallel trendline support: SPX 2117. 

Figure 1. SPX daily TI chart: A.I. sell signal continues, TIs starting to get oversold 

 

We wanted to bring the mid-May candle (see red oval) to your attention, which is similar to Friday’s candle and 

which resolved to the upside the day after. Just something to be cognizant off.  

A.I. indicator 

MACD 

RSI5 

MFI14 
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We also re-assessed the 60min chart of the S&P500 and determined (red) wave-a from SPX2193.81 to 2168.50, red 

wave-b to SPX2193.42, then (green) wave a to SPX2169.74, green b to SPX2187.88 and now green wave c underway. 

Using our ideal wave tracker tables it appears SPX2158.44 (+/- 1p) is a nice Flib-confluence target, followed by SPX 

2152.47-2149.53. On Friday the S&P500 hit SPX2160.39, which may b close enough to the first target. 

 

 

Note in Figure 2 the overlap of the 23.6% retrace at SPX2146 and the aforementioned targets. In addition, we’re 

starting to see positive divergence develop on the RSI5. It could well be that the current decline is only minor a of 

intermediate ii, to be followed by minor b and c. But, we simple don’t know the wave degree yet.  

Figure. 2: SPX hourly with shorter term targets: SPX 2158-2149 
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The 10min chart shows a slightly different count, but with the same end result as the hourly and daily SPX chart and 

the same initial downside targets (green arrows) as assessed in the hourly chart. Note the green dotted horizontal 

support levels and that the gap at SPX2165 was filled on Friday.  

Figure 3. SPX10min chart: support levels (green) coincide reasonable well with retrace levels (Red) 
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Market update. 

The DOW chart sports our “very-bullish count” and it remains on the table as long as the late-August (minor 2) low 

–SPX2148 equivalent- is not broken (blue horizontal line). Also here we see two downside wave targets, gray arrows, 

with the shorter already reached on Friday (upper orange horizontal support line). Next support is at the 50d SMA 

($18,270 and rising) which coincides with the longer gray arrow and dotted black ascending trend line. Note that the 

RSI5 is now already as oversold as it has been the past 6 months and from which meaning full bottoms occurred. In 

addition, the MFI14 is dropping quickly to what we label “buy zone”: red box, as at these MFI levels meaningful (long 

term bottoms) occurred prior. But, there are no (TI) buy signals yet, so we should expect more downside. Though 

per the TIs things are starting to get rather oversold. 

Figure 4. DOW daily TI chart; very bullish count shown. TIs getting oversold, watch MFI for buy-zone level. 
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As you know, we track all major indices to try to better understand the market’s next move, and this week we’ll take 

a look at the RUSSEL2000, as it appears to have completed and Ending Diagonal off it’s early August low. EDTs are 

often fully retraced, which would be $11,200 on the RUT and around SPX2145 on the SPX, which fits well with our 

prior analyses of the DOW and SPX’ charts. Support this case is that also on the RUT all TIs continue to point down, 

wanting to see lower prices going forward. 

Figure 5. RUT daily chart. 5 waves up completed. EDT suggest retrace to $11,200 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth as measured by the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500 (SPXMO) remains negative: more stocks are 

declining than advancing. Last week we stated “at this rate and with price still moving sideways any further downside 

could well be limited as the market will be very oversold rather soon/quickly” and this hasn’t changed as the market 

is in essence still sideways. A break above the black dotted line will be a very good indication the down trend in 

breadth has ended, and therewith also the downtrend in price. Compared to last week the SPXSI (summation index 

of the SPXMO) is now even more oversold. Although history shows the SI can get certainly more oversold, it won’t 

stay so for long in this bull. But, we don’t have a buy signal yet (see chart) and as such we will need to continue to 

look down until the charts tell us differently.  

Figure 6. SPXMO still negative. SPXSI still on sell and getting very oversold while price moves sideways. 
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Miscellaneous 

The past week we said we’d monitor the VIX for a “Sell the VIX, buy the SPX” signal. Although it’s in our humble not 

the most reliable indicator, we do find that on Thursday the VIX closed above it’s upper Bollinger Band and on Friday 

closed below it (but not below Thursday’s close). Hence, step 2 has been completed. Step 3 requires a lower close 

on Monday. Note that VIX has not been able to break above its 50d SMA, where it got rejected. If it does then the 

200d SMA at $17 is next. 

Figure 8. VIX closed inside its upper Bollinger Band (step 2 completed). CPCE high but not (yet) at an extreme (> .90) 

 

The put/call ratio hasn’t reached any extreme (>90) readings, which are very clear signals of a bottom, and although 

the current reading at 0.73 is high it doesn’t tell us yet with the certainty of an extreme level if a bottom is imminent. 

Figure 9: CPCE (put/call ratio) high, but not (yet) extreme 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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